HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 470


RESOLUTION
DIRECTING THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON DISASTER MANAGEMENT TO CONDUCT A STUDY REVIEW, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, TO DETERMINE THE PRESENT STATE OF BANGON MARAWI COMPREHENSIVE REHABILITATION AND RECOVERY PROGRAM AS MANDATED BY ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER NO. 03, AS AMENDED, CREATING AN INTER-AGENCY TASK FORCE FOR THE RECOVERY, RECONSTRUCTION, AND REHABILITATION OF THE CITY OF MARAWI AND OTHER AFFECTED LOCALITIES

WHEREAS, pursuant to Administrative Order No. 3, an inter-agency task force for the Recovery, Reconstruction and Rehabilitation of Marawi City was created otherwise known as Task Force Bangon Marawi (TFBM), signed by President Rodrigo Duterte;

WHEREAS, after five months of intensified fighting between the Philippine Armed Forces and ISIS-inspired Maute group, causing a total of 78,466 families or 359,680 people were displaced, Marawi City has been effectively liberated on October 17, 2017, signaling the start of a full-blown reconstruction period;

WHEREAS, President Duterte issued Administrative Order no. 9 on October 27, 2017 reorganizing the composition of Task Force Marawi in order to reflect the government’s priority to rebuild and develop the settlement areas affected by armed conflict;

WHEREAS, the Task Force Bangon Marawi (TFBM) sends out Post Conflict Needs Assessment (PCNA) Teams composed of various national and local government agencies in twenty-four (24) barangays in Marawi City, to conduct Damage and Losses Assessment (DALA) between August to December 2017;
WHEREAS, based on Marawi’s Post Conflict Needs Assessment, the total damage sustained by Marawi City and other affected areas during the armed-conflict is estimated at **Eleven Billion Five Hundred Nine Million Four Hundred Sixty Eight Thousand Nine Hundred Thirteen Pesos and 6/100 (P11,509,468,913.06)**. Total Losses amounted to **Six Billion Seven Hundred Forty Four Million Eight Hundred One Thousand Three Hundred Fifty Six and 5/100 (P6,744,801,356.05)**. An estimated amount of **Fifty One Billion Six Hundred Fifty Four Million One Hundred Three Thousand Five Hundred Ninety Five and 2/100 (P51,654,103,595.02)** is needed for recovery and rehabilitation.

WHEREAS, it is the duty of Task Force Bangon Marawi to inform the public of the various steps, necessary measures and development taken by the said inter-agency in the recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction process, with the end goal of providing an environment conducive to the revival of business and livelihood activities, and restoration of peace and order in the area: **NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT**

RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, considering the above premises, to direct the House Committee on Disaster Management to conduct a Study Review, in aid of legislation, to determine the present state of Bangon Marawi Comprehensive Rehabilitation and Recovery Program as mandated by Administrative Order No. 03, as amended, creating an inter-agency task force for the recovery, reconstruction, and rehabilitation of the City of Marawi and other affected localities, and more importantly determine if there is a need for a legislative support to accomplish its purpose.

Adopted,

HON. MUJIV S. HATAMAN
Lone District of Basilan

HON. AMIHILDA J. SANGCOPAN
Anak Mindanao (AMIN) Partylist